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Conclusion

- The different invasions of Africa can only be checked and stopped if Africa uses its human, cultural and material resources.
- In this she has to be helped by her well-wishers to ensure that these invasions stop.
- On the African continent, the schooled, the elite and religious must stop being used as means of facilitating further invasions.
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Driving Principles for Unity in the World
Operational terms:
Outline

1. What is a definition and an overview
2. Core ethical values
3. One of African communitarianism
4. Communitarianism and IT: the case of “Ushahidi”
Outline

- Multiculturalism: a definition and an overview
- Core ethical values
- Outline of African communitarianism
- Multiculturalism and IT: the case of "Ushahidi"
Operational terms:
Operational terms:
- Digital information tools,
- Immigrants,
- Digital Luddites,
- Social Life,
- Digital indigence,
- Mindfulness,
- Ubuntu.